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THE

S H I R BUR N I A N.

No. CCCXLII. JUNE, 1923.

EDITORIAL.

VOL. XXXII.

A s we look back into the gathering mists of the past, it
is difficult to remember the time when we were not an

editor ;-yes, as you say, we have only occupied the venerable
chair for a bare eight months; and yet the toil of turning
out another editorial with machinery that grows ever rustier,
deprived of the oil of inspiration, seems to add aeons to our
crowded life. "Why write an editorial at all ?"-ha! we
have been waiting for that a 16ng time; we watched you,
reader, with furrowed brow ponderously evolving this
brilliant idea-the giant has travailed, and la! a mouse.
Well, to whisper it in your ear, we write an editorial to fill
up space: now if only our baf;ket-chair critics were to shower
UpOll us in prose and verse that genius which we are sure
is latent in them, then there would be no further need for
inflicting an editorial upon them. And think what splendid
articles we should have! What a brave array they would
make, with titles in double-block capitals! Our champion
bowler might set down his reminiscences, entitled "WICKETS

I HAVE lIlISSED"; a famous footballer might ::;tir our blood
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with, "SCRAGGED IN THE SCRUMMAGE, or FACES 1 HAVE TROD

UPON": nor would we fail to do honour to the "mens sana";
there would be a powerful epic poem by Grub quartus,
"HOW I WON A DIVINITY PRIZE"-but stop! 'Ve are being
carried away by the immense vistas which this scheme opens
out before us; it is for the coming generations to develop
it-we give it freely into their hands as our last great part
ing gift. Let us descend to earth again.

The first weeks of the term have been marred by steady
downpours of rain, but in spite ofthis the XI has made a
remarkably good start, especially in their victory over
Westminster, and we wish MacDonald the best of luck for
the rest of the term. The Sports were held in cold weather,
and Whitham is to be congratulated on his fine performances
in the 100 yards and Putting the weight; the abolishing of
the Victor Ludorum and House Cups was universally wel
comed, and there waR no evidence of any diminished keen
ness, as a few predicted. Finally we would congratulate
De Villiers and Bax on their success in Honour Mods., and
Tout ma. on his exhibition at Hertford.

SCHOOL ENGLISH VERSE.

THE POWER OF MUSIC.

"I have spread my dreams under your feet;
Tread softly, because you tread on my dreams."

W. B. Yeats.

God wept. The clamorous void of fire-worn space,
The black infinitude, the breathless race
Of worlds and planets round Time's thronged whirlpool,
Ordered and measured by His mightier rule,
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From the tumultuous darkness of its womb
Brought forth twin lights that speared the mother gloom
And slew her: and God fashioned thus our birth. .
And pondering that man is, as the earth,

.A rose upon the tree of eternity;
He buds arid blooms and soon must fade and die,
And fall to dung the tree with richer mould,
He wept. And, like a shower of shimmering gold,
His tears bedewed the earth, and as they fell
Made music, pulsing and throbbing like a bell
Through the enraptured air. And sea and sky,
Forest and mountain caught the melody,
And wove it with the stars and the moon's beams
To mesh the diaphanous carpet of man's dreams

For music is a master craftsman's key
To unlock the amber gates of memory j

That mystic lotus-land, in whose dun caves
The tideless sea of dreams with placid waves
Plashes, bedight in blossoms of the foam
Of sleep .. So when beneath the darkened dome
Of some great abbey slumbrous chords awaken,
My heart goes forth, this fettered self forsaken,
And sees the images of things long passed,
Like distanHliIls in misty blueness dressed :
Long days amid the scent of new-mown hay,
A thresher's lazy humming j barefoot play
In dew-drenched meadows at Monart; the stain
Of rusty Autumn bracken, and the rain
Drumming the window of a firelit room
In winter j lamps that flickered against the gloom
Of London nights; bright flowers in cloudy hair,
And daffodils, like incense clouding the air
Glimpses of sky between close-huddled trees.
Come, Music, stir on the harp of the tremulous breeze,
Blow on the ashes of the past, come, blow
So they may breathe again and crimson glow!

Along the shadowy canals of sound,
\iVhere beauty lies in deeper beauty drowned,
Music, a gondola gliding upon the tide
Of glimmering water, bears in tranced pride
Man's heart beneath the shades of fantasy
o golden freight! 0 golden argosy!
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I hear the solemn notes of some nocturne
Dropping like perfume from a faery urn
Upon the silence. Vision comes over me
Slow as a cool green wave, and lo! I see
A lake that lies all limpid 'neath the moon,
All beaten silver gemmed with stars: and soon
Above the rustle of the hushed night-wind,
A voice, a desolate crying soul-enshrined,
And in it all the weariness of sorrow,
The restless striving of day after the morrow;
The sadness of the night and falling leaves
And broken hopes and sin, and all that weaves
The web of death .. The darkness pales to gray;
The pitcher is emptied, its last drops ebb away

Down in the reeking streets that sullen lie
Beneath the dullness of a labouring sky,
Where children swarm like nettles in waste ground,
"Vhere light is gone from eyes, and the red wound
Of poverty festers in the pulsing town,
I saw an old man all alone sit down-
A blind old man, grey-bearded and forlorn
And play a fiddle. And a sudden dawn
Fell on the children's faces, so they danced
Like waves of rippling corn, elate, entranced
By the delicate lilting measure the fiddler played.
A roaming shaft of sunlight downward strayed
And kissed some flowers in a window drooping,
As though a compassionate angel came, and stooping
Poured out a golden stream from the well of peace
To water the parched hearts, and give surcease
From their dumb thirst for beauty. The dancing strain
Changed to a plaintive song, an old refrain
Of roses and love that withered as a rose.
It brought the tears and memory to those
\\lho heard, and thought of things that might have been,
As a flower's fragrance sweetens after rain.
They touch the hem of glory .. The music dying .
A grayness on the street .. A child is crying .

Like bits of paper in an autumn gale,
Or butterflies soaring and swooping on their pale
Purple-veined wings, my thoughts go hovering
From flower to flower of fancy's fairy ring.
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Sing now the music of the thundercloud.
Wild skirling pipes that fire man's blood; the loud
Fierce blare of bugles preluding the battle;
Tramping of steady feet, and jarring rattle
Of drums that sound the symphony of death.
Those self-same pipes across the windy heath
Have led old chieftains for the love of war.
\\Thich summoned men but now to beat on the door
Of doom with desperate hands, yet unaffrighted.
And these no spoils of victory awaited,
No golden fleece was at their journey's end;
Their best reward the laughter of a friend.
They diced with fate for life; and when they had striven
A lonely cross beneath a lonely heaven,
Or one brief hour of triumph for their hell-
And which the greater happiness none can tell.
What is the fruit of the music of the storm?
Green life from barrenness burgeoning into warm
Spring air, watered by wine of sacrifice;
The whole world given for the pearl of price ..

Torn by conflicting creeds, and idle thoughts
Of good and evil, and the ceaseless vorts
\Vhere passion and intolerance whirl and whirl,
Snared in humanity's remorseless swirl
The soul sees life go floating like a bubble
Blown from a pipe upon the winds of trouble,
Catching, maybe, some faint reflection cast
By rainbow-tinted beauty, only at last
To burst and merge into the crystal air.
But there may come some rest from strife and care,
Out of the mournful crying of the winds,
Hearing a tranquil music; peace that binds
The spirit with a spell of heavenly dread.
Then he may see God's purpose, like a thread
Of silver running through the loom of time;
Amid earth's discards hear the theme divine.
Then he may see the seven lamps that glow
Above the throne, and angels as they go
Live restless flames; the disembodied host
Matching the stars in multitude, and the Ghost,
\\Thich is God's mercy, brooding silently
Upon the waters of eternity ...
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So, when I die • • .
No mellow chiming of a gentle bell
Shall shake and tremble with melodious knell
Above my grave. But rather let me lie
On some headland beneath a spray-swept sky
And scudding clouds, that I may be at one
\iVith the majestic surges'monotone,
The labouring sails, the sea-bird's lonely soaring,
The crimson cup of sunset, and the roaring
Of clean untrammeled winds. And when the hand
That grinds the quem of fate is checked, and the sand
Is spent, and embers fade behind the bars;
·When the high cresset of the flaming stars
Goes flashing down; then Music, slow distilled
From all the changeful beauties that have filled
The bowl of nature, shaH flood about me there
And lightly lift me up, and I shall hear
The new song swell exultingly, and see
\Vith dazzled eyes the unveiling of Mystery.

CECIL DAY-LEWIS.

SCHOOL OFFICERS.
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IN PRAISE OF CRICKET.

59

I t is customary to regard cricket as one of the props of the
British Constitution. There are many other props, among
them the Daily l/Iail and the House of Lords, but without
doubt Cricket is an indispensable buttress. Lay but a finger
on the Prayer-Book or the l.b.w. rule and the realm is shaken
to its foundations. This is because there exists a general con
spiracy to bolster up cricket, especially in the Public Schools.
All men over sixty are party to this conspiracy. The con
sequences of abandoning the game in favour of baseball or
some kindred sport would without doubt be serious. It is
difficult to see what would become of that large number of old
gentlemen whose sole apparent relaxation is the manufacture of
highly improbable reminiscences of youthful prowess. The
occupation too of many speechmakers would be gone: it would
be cruel to deprive of this innocent pleasure those gentlemen
who, generally in reply to some such toast as "The Grand Old
Game," have so often with glistening eyes drawn attention to
the fact that the phrase "not cricket" has become proverbial.
Let us not forget also paterfamilias who is so fond of declaring
at Preparatory School matches and on similar occasions that
his son who has just mishit a long-hop barely out of reach of
point is "a chip of the old block."

Cricket is hard to play but still harder to watch. This is
obvious if one enters any school cricket-field. Round the edge
of the field in the centre of which diver; white filtUres are frozen
into attitudes of watchfulness, sit spectators, solemn, silent, and
with that peculiarly glassy look in their eyes that is the ex
pression of a man who knows he ought to be enjoying himself
but isn't. By this we know that a match is in progress. If
there was cheering or any signs of excitement were displayed
it would be a House-match. If mild interest was shown it
would be a practice-game. As it is we know instantly that it
is a match. \Vickets are falljng rapidly. By this we know
that the home-side is' batting. No home-side ever makes runs.
It is not exactly against the rules, but at any rate it is '"not
cricket." As the other side seldom makes any runs either we
get a good game of cricket.

The particular bowler in action bowls with his head. This
means that having carefully arranged his fieldsmen on the off-
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side he proceeds to keep a bad length outside the leg stump.
This is what is called the leg theory and is very effective in
school cricket. The batsmen make some very pretty off-drives
(though not hard enough to get runs, of course), but a slightly
wider delivery with a couple of extra bounces usually proves
fatal. The leg-trap too accounts for many: few school bats
men can ever resist the temptation to hit the half-volley on the
off-side hard, in spite of their mentors' teaching and square-leg
is seldom quick enough to avoid the third chance. An atmos
phere of profound somnolence permeates field and pavilion;
the only touch of animation is given by a group of young
gentlemen in fancy blazers showing each other in the pavilion
just exactly how bad luck and the pitch combined to overcome
a perfectly good stroke. In spite of this appearance of rest,
however, someone is keenly on the look-out, for when sufficient
people have collected to see the match the tea-interval is
proclaimed and the players are wakened up and guided back to
the pavilion.

Again silence falls upon the field, but the pavilion presents
an animated scene. Partially thawed by tea the cricketers
present an almost human appearance. In twos and threes they
stroll about, while from a row of nets hard by can be caught
faintly adjurations to "put some more stick into it" and to "get
that there leg across." There is another row of nets some way
away where the young generation are initiated into the first
mysteries of this national game. \Vith a pad insecurely affixed
to his left leg the young batsman scrapes tentatively at balls of
which a fair share originate from bowlers at neighbouring nets.
The autocrats of the company, having enjoyed a protracted stay
at the wicket to the extreme peril of pedestrians in the road
that runs where long-on should be posted, now issue from their
recumbent positions in the nearest shade somnolent instructions
to" the bowlers to "bowl up." Little suggestive though this
picture may be to the layman of any great enthusiasm, to the
eye of the true cricketer it represents the passion that animates
every English bosom, the craving for cricket that will not be
denied. Of no matter the discomfort, - inconvenience and
ridiculous inadequacy of the arrangements, the happy youths
are playing cricket.

The match is fast drawing to a close. The School batsmen
having batted delightfully, it is left to the wicket-keeper and the
fast bowler to make some runs. This they do in an effective if
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somewhat rustic style (your fast bowler dearly loves a swipe).
But as the wicket keeper hoists his twenty to the accompani
ment of a dry rustling from the boundary with a skied drive,
the critics remark loftily that this is no cricket. Perhaps they
are right: it is too successful ever to be cricket.

O.S. NEWS.

Congratulations to :-

A. VV. Carr on captaining Notts. once again.
C. B. Sharpe on being tried for Uiddlesex.
H. N. de Villiers and O. N. Bax on getting a first class in

Honour Mods.

SCHOOL NEWS.

The following are to be congratulated on getting School
Colours:-

1ST XI.
R. H. Smith.
F. H. Wright.

2ND XI.
F. 1\1. TurnbulI.
G. C. W. Neve.
A. L. Spens.
G. B. Sharpe.
\V. P. Haines.
]. K. Hill.
]. F. Witherby.
A. King.

Congratulations to T. G. Annstrong on his VIII colours.
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MUSICAL SOCIETY.

[JUNE,

The Easter Concert was given on Easter Monday, April the
2nd, the traditional date; we had, however, no oratorio this
time. On the other hand we had some good singing of Easter
Carols by the Chapel Choir: these Carols had been sung in
Chapel, but we were glad to hear them again. Of the masters
who sing (we mean who sing solos acceptably) we had a good
performance from 1\1r. Parry-Jones, except that the chorus of
basses was raucous and the organ brayed; another from Mr.
Hunter, who sang a tragic Hungarian folk-song, followed by
two of Mrs. Kennedy-Fraser's lovely arrangements of West
Highland songs, and another from Mr. Hornsby-\Vright, viz.,
two very beautiful songs, one "A Dorset Song" (Vaughan
\Villiams) and the other an old 16th century song which was
eilCored. The Oratorio Choir sang a 17th century Easter
hymn with a particularly entrancing Hallelujah. and finished
with Cesar Francks' glorious but difficult Psalm CL, one of the
most imposing productions one could imagine. They also sang
with much attention to the beat a Chorus from Judas Maccabaeus.
l\Iiss Vincent gave us the benefit of her extremely well-trained
and flexible voice in three songs, and last but not least Miss
\Vilson-Ewer's careful laborious and successful teaching was
seen in a Duet for two 'Cellos and in a lively and excellent
Sonata of Corelli. This last was a great effort.

So far good; for the rest, our duty as reporter compels us to
state that the School Carmen is not a comic song, and that we
all suffer some degradation when the attempt is made to turn
it into one. And as even the friskiest O.S. is not likely to turn
the }i ational Anthem to base purposes, why should not the
Carmen always begin the concert? At present even when sung
properly it seems to jostle awkwardly with the National Anthem,
and both famous compositions are hurried and spoiled.

Programme :-

1. Three Easter Carols-

(a) Christ the Lord hath risen XII century
(b) (l\Ien's voices) The world itself is blithe and gay Anon.
(c) This joyful Eastertide ... from "David's Psalmen"

THE CHAPEL CHOIR.
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2. A Song of Freedom

MR. PARRY-]ONES, O.S.

3. Sonata da Camera in F for strings and piano

THE SCHOOL ORCHESTRA.

Leader: MISS \VILSON-EwER.

'" Stallford

Corelli

4. Songs-Ca) Old Hungarian Folk Song arr. by F. [{orby
(b) Two "Songs of the Hebrides"

arr. by Mrs. [{e1l1/edy-Fraser
andHe1l1zeth McLeod

MR. S. K. HUNTER.

5. Easter Hymn (17th century) for Solo and Chorus
arr. by Bat/tock

Solo-MR. S. K. HUNTER.

6. Song-"Chere Nuit"

MISS KATHLEEN VINCENT.

7. Chorus-"Sing unto God" ...
(from '"Judas l\1accabaens")

Alfred Baclzelet

... Hat/del

8. Duet for two 'cellos with piano accompaniment... Corelli

'Cellos-GuBBINs, \VARNER MA.

PiatlO-!lIISS \VILSON-EWER.

9. Songs-Ca) Linden Lea (a Dorset song) VauglzallWilZiams

(b) "When lo! by break of moming" Tlzomas Morley

MR. L. B. HORNSBY·\VRIGHT.

10. Psalm CL. Cesar Frat/ck

11. Songs-Ca) "There is a lady sweet and kind" PeterWarlock
(b) "]uly Fugitive" A11Ilzerst Weber

!lIIss KATHLEEN VINCENT.
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12. Carmen ...

God Save the King.

[JUNE,

{
E.M.V.

... L.N.P.

A ccompallist
C01tductor

MR. W. EDWARD \VEARDEN

MR. C, H. TREVOH

THE ARTS LEAGUE OF SERVICE, 1923.

\Vhilst it was a kind thought which arranged that we should
leave the performance in a cheerful frame of mind, it is in one
respect unfortunate that the piece de resistance should have
come first.

"Campbell of Kilmhor" was an excellent play splendidly
acted: it is most refreshing and altogether delightful in these
days of over-staged plays to return to something of the Shakes
pearian simplicity of scenery, whereby the dramatic force of
the piece is its sole criterion. Agnes Lowson and Hubert
Leslie as the principal characters were magnificent, the former
recalling her part of two years ago in the Irish play which
bears a certain resemblance to this of the Highlands. Hubert
Leslie showed admirable versatility in filling so well two such
utterly dissimilar parts as Archibald CampbeII and Aloysius
KinseIIa, but it was as the former that he gave us a full display
of his powers. In our admiration of these two outstanding
figures we are inclined to forget Judith Vlogan and the rest of
the cast, all of whom deserve our praise.

The unfortunate result of such peculiar excellence at the
beginning of the programme was in a measure to dwarf the
items that followed it.. \Vithout in any way depreciating Miss
Baddeley's rendering of "The Musical Box," I think we cannot
be blamed for feeling that the change was almost one from the
sublime to the ridiculous.

The old favourite "Pally Oliver" was appreciated as strongly
as ever, and no doubt we should have liked to see repeated
such items as "The Keeper" and "The Lily White Boy":
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however, we enjoyed a worthy substitute in "The Twelve Days
of Christmas" and the Sailors' Chanties.

The two absurdities, "The Hurdy Gurdy" and "St. Valen
tine's Day," were clever and amusing, and Hugh Mackay's
"Songs of the Hebrides" were obvious favourites, so much so
that probably it would prove a popular wish to see them figure
a third time on the programme when next we enjoy a visit from
the A,L.S.

By the time that the last item appeared we were ready for
the drollest farce.

If Sara Allgood's delightful Irish songs and recitations had
been much enjoyed, the full value of her addition to the players
was not realised until she appeared as Mrs. Mulvey in "The
Counter Charm." It is really impossible to imagine a render
ing of the part more apt, more truly humorous, than hers, and
Judith\Vogan and Hubert Leslie formed a splendid complement.

Vve have to thank the A.L.S. a second time for a performance
of all round pleasure, which embraced every variety of acting
from tragic to burlesque.

ATHLETIC SPORTS, 1923.

The Sports were held on May 11th, 12th and 14th in
remarkably cold and unpleasant weather-so much so that on the
11 th they had to be abandoned for the time with only half the
day's programme completed. On the 12th it was possible only
to run the mile, Tout's time for which (4 mins. 58 secs.)
was in the circumstances distinctly good. On l\Ionday the 14th,
the sports were finished, though the weather was still 1110st
unkind.

It had previously been decided that the House cup and the
Victor Ludorum cup should no longer be awarded as such, but
should be appropriated as Challenge Cups to the Open Half
Mile and the Open 220 Yards respectively. The chief object of
this change was to prevent people from entering for large
numbers of events. It was thought that previously many had
entered for events for which they were not suited on the off
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chance of winning points for third place for their house. In
this way they had both overtaxed their energies and failed to
do themselves justice in their own province.

The outstanding performance was of course Whitham's
lOt sec. in the Open 100 Yards. This was a really excellent
time, though no doubt it was helped by the strong wind in his
favour and by the slope of the ground. Most of the sprinters
were well off their marks and MacDonald, who finished second,
was also under the previous record time. Whitham also did
well to win the Open 220 Yards, the Open High Jump, in spite
of a slightly strained leg, and the weight. Tout, whose
time for the Mile has already been mentioned, also won the
Half Mile.

Stevens' timein the Hurdles (18 secs.) is also worth remark
ing, considering the heavy state of the ground. He also won
the Quarter Mile in 57t secs. King's throw of 98 yards was
another good performance.

In junior events some promise was shown, perhaps the most
notable efforts being Bown's 25~ secs. in the 220 Yards and
Lean mi's. throw of 65 yards 2t feet.

A new system whereby running, jumping and other forms of
Athletics are practiced has been adopted by the Gymnastic
Authorities. As there are varying standards to be aimed at, it
is hoped that the level of Athletics in the School will improve
in many points next year, especially among the rank and file.
Many times and distances will be improved if competitors
have time to discover the really correct way of setting about
their work.

ResuIts:-

One Mile. Tout mi., 1; Chapman ma., 2; Bryan-Daunt,3.
Time, 4 min. 58 sec.

Half Mile (open). Tout mi., 1; DalzeIl, 2. Time, 2 min.
12t sec.

Half Mile (under 16). Cliff, 1; Lewis, 2. Time, 2 min.
32t sec.

Quarter Mile (open). Stevens, 1; DalzeIl, 2; Binney, 3.
Time, ?7t sec.

Quarter Mile (under 16). Baker, 1; Martin, 2; Lewis, 3.
Time 63t sec.
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Quarter Mile (under 15). Spedding,l; Eglington, 2; Alderton,3.
Time, 661 sec.

220 Yards (open). Whitham, 1; Peddie, 2. Time, 24- sec.

220 Yards (under 14). Bown, 1; Green mi., 2. Time, 25~ sec.

100 Yards (open). \Vhitham, 1; MacDonald,2. Time, lot sec.
(School Record).

100 Yards (wIder 16). Baker, 1; Martin, 2. Time, n~- sec.

100 Yards (ullder 15). Kendal, 1; Spedding,2. Time, 11i sec.

100 Yards (under 14). Bown, 1; Green mi., 2. Time 12 sec.

Hurdles (ppen). Stevens, 1; King, 2. Time, 18 sec.

Hurdles (under 16). Cliff, 1; Bayley mi., 2. Time, 19i sec.

High Jump (open). \Vhitham, 1; Vvitherby ma., 2. Height,
4- ft. 11 in.

High Jump (under 16). Dayley mi., 1; Lewis, 2. Height,
4- ft. 7-t in.

Long Jump (open). Haynes, 1; \Vhitham, 2. Distance,
19 ft. 5! in.

Long Jump (under 16). Lewis, 1; de Crespigny, 2.

Long Jump (under 15). Kellway, 1; Pyne-Coffin,2.

Long Jump (u11der 14). Greig, 1; Bown, 2.

Throwillg the Cricl?et Ball (open). King, 1; Stedall,2. Dis
tance, 98 yds.

Throwing theCriclwt Ball (wIder 15). Lean mi.,I; Eglington,2.
Distance, 65 yds. 2 ft. 3 in.

Putting the Weigltt (open). \Vhitham, 1; \Venborn,2. Dis-
tance, 33 ft. 7 in.

Half Mile Haudicap. Fox, 1; Milligan, 2; \Valter,3.

Sacl? Race. \Valker ma., 1; Stern and Tozer, dead heat, 2.
Consolation Race (open). Gill ma., 1; \Vright,2.
ConsolatIon Race (It1lder 15). Alderton, 1; Page, 2.
House Relay Race (4 distatlces of 220 yards each). Carey's,l;

Ross's 2.
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P.T. COMPETITION.

Special Squad
4-30
396
396
376
384

Massed.

237t
236
216t
233
206~

220t
205t
175!

M. E. K. WESTLAKE.

The Massed P.T. Competition was held on Tuesday, March
27th, and the House P.T. on Saturday, March 31st. Colonel
Henslow, Commandant of the Army Gymnasium at Aldershot,
and Major Browne, Superintendant of Physical Training for
the Southern Command, came down to judge; they were
impressed by the work, and remarked on the high standard of
P.T. throughout the School.

Carey's won both the Massed and the Special Squad P.T.,
but Fox's were only a- marks behind on the Massed work, and
came out an easy second in the combined order.

The marks were as follows :-
Place. House. Combined.

1. Carey's ... 667t
2. Fox's 632
3. Bensly's 612t
4. School House "A" 609
5. Elderton's 590t
6. O'Hanlon's ... 220!
7. School House "B" 205~
8. Ross' 175t

CRICKET.

SCHOOL v. WESTMINSTER.

Played at Vincent Square on May 24th, Westminster were
defeated by 100 runs.

It was to have been a two days' match. But rain stopped
all play on Wednesday the 23rd May. However, by 11.0 a.m. on
Thursday the wicket was fit for play. The School won the
toss and MacDonald elected to bat. Lowe was bowling very
well and things looked bad with three wickets down for 4-1.
Nunn, however, soon showed that he was at the top of his form
and matters began to look brighter. He made runs fast, while
the others kept up their wickets and stole what runs the
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Westminster fielding permitted. There was no outstanding
batting performance for the School, except Nunn's. He was
out, caught and bowled by Lowe, after a splendid and almost
flawless innings of 129, which won the day for Sherborne.

Vvestminster went in with about three hours in which to win.
\Ve were lucky in dismissing Lowe in the fourth over for two
runs. This was a surprise to both sides and more especially to
the School side, who had somewhat humiliating memories of
his excellent performance against them last year. Lowe's
dismissal also exercised a demoralising effect on Westminster's
batting, which throughout the whole innings lacked fire and
confidence. The scoring was lamentably slow-at one period
of the game a series of six maiden overs ensued, two of which
were wicket maidens. But although no special credit is due
this year to any Westminster batsman, there is some genuine
praise due to the School bowlers. N eve, who went· 011 first,
had the wicket against him, but he bowled well and kept a good
length. Bassett too did well to get three wickets. Turnbull
dismissed two of our opponents for 10 runs, bowling in all
twelve avers, of which eight were maiden avers. He is much
to be congratulated on this excellent performance. Olivier's
bowling owed its success more than ever to its eccentricity.
At any rate success was his, for he took four wickets for 2+ runs.
Spens is to be congratulated on keeping wicket very steadily.

The tables seem to have been turned this year. Nerves cost
Sherborne her defeat last year and \Vestminster her's this.
But the School met with a most deserved and welcome victory;
we extend every congratulation to MacDonald and his XI.

SCHOOL.

D. MacDonald, lbw, b Lowe
L. H. Bean, c Clare, b Lowe
]. A. Nnnn, c and b Lowe ...
]. A. C. Grant, b Lowe
G. Peddie, lbw, b Shepley-Smilh
R. G. Forbes-Bassett, b Lowe
Sharpe ma., lbw, b ]acomb-Hood
TurnbuII, c Lund, b ]acomb-Hood
Neve, c ShepJey-Smith, b Lowe
S. J. OIivier, b ]acomb-Hood
Spens, not out

Extras

Total

20
6

129
2
7
3
8
9
6
6
o
7

•.• 203
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WESTMINSTER.

R. G. H. Lowe, b Bassett
\V. N. l\IcBride. c Nunn. b Olivier
L. Clare, b Tnrnbull
J. H. Jacomb-Hood, lbw, b Bassett
J. M. Hornsby, c MacDonald, b Bassett
T. H. Blair, c Spens, b Turnbull
R. W. Hartley, c MacDonald, b Olivier
J. A. Cook. b Neve ...
T. G. Lund, not out
A. M. Shepley-Smith. st Spens, b Olivier
T. Campbell, c Bean, b Olivier

Extras

2
13
16
o
7

14
7
7

17
o
6

14

Total ... 103

BOWLING ANALYSIS.
WESTMINSTER.

lwkt.for17
3 " 38
2 " ,,10
4 " ,,24

Neve
R.G. Forbes-Bassett
Turnbull
S. ]. Olivier

SCHOOL.

R. G. H. Lowe 6wkts. for 67
W. N. McBride 0 " 30
T. Campbell 0 " 39
J. H. Jacomb-Hood 3 " 39
A.M. Shepley-Smith 1 " 20

SCHOOL v. SOUTH WILTS.

Played at Sherborne on May 26th and resulted in a draw.

The School went in first and Nunn, MacDonald, Grant and
Forbes-Bassett all got started, but just as they looked like
making big scores got themselves out. Nine wickets were
down for 170, not too good a score on a good wicket, when
Spens joined Smith. These two made a splendid last wicket
stand, both batting soundly. Smith's innings was very good.

vVhen South Wilts went in with three hours to play, we
hoped for a definite finish, but most of our bowling was steady
and the South Wilts' batting rather ullenterprising and by
5 o'clock a drawn match was nearly certain.

The School fielding was fairly good. N unn and l\facDonald
at cover and mid-off respectively were excellent, and Spens
kept wicket well.
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SCHOOL.

D. MacDonald, b Cobb 21
L. H. Bean, h wkt. b Cobb ... 13
J. A. Nunn, b Jackson 38
J. A. C. Grant, c Deedes, b Ffrench-Blake 20
G. Peddie, b Bolton 6
R. G. Forbes-Bassett, c Millar, b Cobb 33
Turnbull, c Deedes, b Bolton 5
R. H. Smith, not out 52
S. J. Olivier, lbw, b Bolton 2
Neve, c Cobb, b Bolton 5
Spens, lbw, b Deedes 19

Extras 24

Total ... 238

SOUTH WILTS.

Col. C. Deedes, c and b Olivier 43
Lt.-Col. C. A. Bolton, b Neve 7
Major R. H. Broome, b Neve 46
P. H. Jackson, not out 53
Lt.-Col. A. Ffrench-Blake, b Neve 4
H. W. Cobb, b Neve 3
Dr. \Veston, b Neve 0
P.B. Browne, lbw. b Peddie 3
Capt. C. T. Ellison, not out... 9
R. Cobb }d'd t b t
Rev. G.-T. Millar 1 no a

Extras 5

Total ... 173

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

71

SCHOOL.

Ffrench-Blake
Cobb
Bollon
Jackson
Deedes
\Veston

1 wkt. for 46
3 69
4 38
1 " " 36
1 14
o " " 12

Neve
Basset!
Turnbull
Olivier
Peddie
Grant

SOUTH WILTS.

5 wkts. for 54

o " " 42o 17
1 41
1 11
o 3

SCHOOL v. BLUNDELL'S.

Played at Blundell's on June 2nd, and resulted in a win by
four wickets and 71 runs.

Blundell's looked like getting a large score while Shepherd
and Parkin were in, but they were rather fortunately disposed
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of just as they seemed set. They made our bowling look very
easy as indeed it was. Tremenheere scored well off very bad
bowling.

Bean, lVIacDonald and Nunn took our score to 97 for two
wickets, lVIacDonald playing really good cricket. Then three
wickets fell rapidly and things looked bad, but Smith played
well for 14 and finally Turnbull with a cool and careful innings
helped Nunn to win the game. Nunn had meanwhile been
playing a sound careful innings, but now he let out and treated
us to some really brilliant hitting in all directions. His foot
work and clean timing were delightful to watch. Spens caught
two catches, one wide on the leg side.

BLUNDELL'S

F. M. Shepherd, b Forbes-Bassett
R. Dewar-Durie, b Forbes-I3assett
R. Gabe-Jones, c Spens, b Turnbull ...
H. G. Harman, b Turnbull ...
J. G. Parkin, c Spens, b Neve
T. E. \Villiams, c Nunn, b Peddie
H. J. Tremenheere, b Forbes-Bassett. ..
R. D. H. Arundell, b Neve ...
J. Gittins, lbw, b Neve
R. \Vilson, b Forbes-Bassett
Stephens, not out ...

Extras

Total

SCHOOL.

D. MacDonald, b Wilson
L. H. Bean, c and b Gabe-Jones
J. A. Nunn, not out
J. A. C. Grant, b Gabe-Jones
G. Peddie, b Arundell
R. G. Forbes-I3assett, b Arundell
R. H. Smith, c Shepherd, b Gabe-Jones
F. M. Turnbull, not out
S. J. Olivier }
A. L. Spens did not bat
G. C. W. Neve

Extras

Total

35
2
8

17
32
21
42
17
o
o
o

10

... 184

42
21

130
1
o
o

14
16

... 31

... 255
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BOWLING ANALYSIS.
DLUNDELL'S.

73

SCHOOL.

Neve
Forbes-Bassett
Turnbull
Olivier
Peddie
Grant

3 wkts. for 39
4 ,,56
2 " " 25
o ,,20

1 " " 20o 15

Tremenheere
Parkin ...
Gabe-Jones
Arundell
\Vilson ...

owkts. for 36
o ,,62
3 61
2 46

1 " " 19

CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors of The Shirb1trnian do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by contributors.]

To the Editor of The Shirlmr"iall.
Bengal,

April, 1923.
Dear Sir,

A mail or so ago I received a leller from Elderton (if he will accept the
doubtful honour-an Old Shirburnian by adoption) in which he wrote
that he had again been unable to raise an O.S. XI for a tour last summer,
but hoped that \Vestlake would have better luck this year.

In the last Shirbllrnian I received, I read with disgust that the O.S.
Society was unable to produce a reasonably representative XV to play
the School at the end of the Christmas Term.

I was in England in 1921 after a long interval and saw how difficult it
was to find XI O.SS. to play the School. An O.S. tour could not be
arranged.

I watched an O.S. XV only just beat the School after three (or was it
four?) of the boys had been carried off the ground. One of the O.S. XV
could not last the game and changed with a friend at half-time.

Has the School ceased to produce "Sportsmen" ? Are there not a few
among the present generation of O.SS. who will sacrifice a few days and a
few pounds to represent the School on these tours? If there are any
"Sportsmen" left, will they write to \Vestlake? Surely he has not got to
trust to luck.

Yours truly,

JESTON HO~lFRAY.

Dear Sir,
May I venture to trespass on your valuable space to put forward a few

points which I think should be brought to the notice of' 'the powers that be"?

•
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The enclosures at the Sports this year may have been ideal from the
competitor's point of view, but the majority of the School were in such a
position that to watch any event hut the weight, jumps and 220 yards, was
impossible. I mention these as being the most easy to observe, though
the Stewards, Vlth and School Colours, gathered round the jumping pit
must have inconvenienced all spectators, visitors and school alike. Should
not the School see as much of their own Sports as anyone else? To be a
spectator of falling rain for three days can hardly be called a congenial
occupation.

The "Victor Ludorum" and House Challenge Cups were abolished with
the best intentions; but has their abolition achieved the desired result?
I think it made very little if any difference to the entries. It has certainly
made the Sports a less interesting event than usual. Is it not possible
then that this reform has done more harm than good?

"SPECTATOR."

Dear Sir.
I am sure that I am not alone in saying that the Sports are out of place

in the Snmmer Term. Nearly every other school has its sports in the
Easter Term and can consequently get a start on us in cricket. Why
should cricket, one of the two chief school games. be inconvenienced just
for the sake of the Sports, which are after all now that the House Cup
has been abolished little more than the concern of the individual? More
over, if we are going to consider the individual, often a member of one or
other XI, being 'keener on the school than himself, is unable to do
himself full justice in the Sports.

Surely this might be rectified? Bnt the question is when can we have
the Sports? The \Vinter Term is I think out of the question as Rugby
would s;lffer. The Easter Term then; but that is already over full.
\Vhy not then abolish one of our many House competitions? The one
which most people would see done away with, would be the gym. com
petition. Surely it is not of such vital importance; or perhaps the fives
competition? At least this seems worthy of serious consideration.

The pressnre of work upon the Staff who look after the field would be
greatly relieved, by thus moving the Sports, as it is almost impossible for
them to prepare the pitches and the track at the same time.

To conclude, I would ask a question I heard asked the other day: "vVhy
shouldn't we do away with the gym. competition; surely we have enough
without it?" This may be the wrong attitude to adopt, but there is some
truth in this question.

Yours,

AB C.

Dear Sir.
Surely there are snfficient reasons to warrant the holding of the Sports

in the Easter Term and so falling into line with the majority of other
schools. For one thing they would occupy conveniently those empty
three weeks or so at the conclusion of the Easter Term, a period at present
very inadequately filled with a burlesque of hockey. For another they
would afford our athletic representatives in the Easter holidays at Queen's
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Club a chance for practice under competitive conditions. Finally, the
change would do away with the absurd state of affairs that exist at the
beginning of each Summer Term. This year, presumably to avoid interfer
ing with the frequent peregrinations of the "flannelled fools" from the
wicket to the pavilion, the sports were decided on the far field. The
advantages of the big field (which would be available in the Easter Term)
for this purpose are obvious, both from the point of view of competitors
and spectators. It would abolish the annual farce of "practising for the
Sports," for eight weeks' football is a better preparation for running than
five days dallying on a track. How many too, of the scores that amble
conversationally round the quarter-mile or plough the jumping-pit do we
find competing in these events, even in the heats? Very, very few. Move
the Sports back and remove the absurdity of semi-compulsory entry for
events; the result will be a standard of athletics more in keeping with our
position.

As for the last Sports it has been said that "distance lends enchantment
to the view," but the author is silent as to any additional benefit conferred
by the interposition of groups of stewards between spectators and spectacle.

Yours faithfully,

ALSO-RAN.

HOUSES.

The School House (a).
lames', Curteis', Wood's, \Vhitehead's, \Vildman's, Carey's (b).

Tancock's, \Vilson's, Dunkin's, Bensly's (e).

Blanch's, Bell's, Bensly's, Tindall's, Fox's (d).

Hetherington's, Rhoades', Hodgson's, King's, Elderton's (f).
Milford's, Ross's (g I.

O'Hanlon's (h).
Town (T).

Preparatory (P,·tp.).
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